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FOREWORD 

The present study is a Phase-1 report on India's Trade Dependence where 
the authors analyse the case of imports. Their main contention is that the over all 
indicator of trade-dependence in the form of Export/GNP and Import/GNP 
ratios conceals the closer interdependence that exists between imports on one 
hand and the manufacturing sector on the other. Since input relations from 
imports to industrial output are not known. because imports are not classified 
according to use, the authors thought it best to study the pattern of imports vis
a-vis the pattern of industrial output. But they discovered the lack of 
comparability in the data on imports and the data on industrial output because 
of the different schemes of classification followed by the respective agencies 
c;ollecting these data. A scheme of correspondence was devised to overcome the 
difficulties of comparability in the data and it thus became possible to reclassify 
the data on imports in line with the ASI's 2-digit and 3-digit industry 
classification. Since such a correspondence is being used for the first time, it 
seems that the results obtained are not only new but also useful. Thus armed with 
comparable series of industrial imports and industrial output for 1960-75 the 
authors proceed to study systematically a number of questions. 

First, they take up the question of structural change in· industrial 
production and industrial imports and succeed in showing the vast structural 
changes that have swept the manufacturing sector and the import sector in India 
over 1960-65. The authors next take up the question of inter-dependence 
between industrial production and industrial imports and established how 
import/ availability ratios and other measures of import substitution, including 
those furnished by Chenery, throw light on this inter-dependence. Their results 
show that the process of import substitution provided a major stimulus behind 
industrial growth during 1960-70 and that it turned to be a negative factor during 
1970-75. In the remaining part ofthe study the authors gather further evidence in 
support of these findings. Thus they obtain estimates of structural parameters in 
the form of production and import elasticities by two different methods. The real 
GNP per capita and the volume of industrial output ar-. used alternatively as 
independent activity variables. To capture the policy impact of import control 
measures the capacity to import, properly defined, is used as a proxy variable. 
The notable result in these exercises is that the trade policy variable did not 
indicate any significant impact on imports and industrial production. 

Thus. the study supports rhe well known finding of Chenery and his 
associates relating to structural change and industrialization; namely. that size 
and the resobrce base and not trade policy are the major factors that determine 
the pattern of industrial growth. 
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